Over 100 designs in the offer of Complet Furniture
COMPLET FURNITURE is a Polish brand offering high quality upholstered
furniture. The brand has been successfully selling its products for 30 years on
several European markets, and also outside Europe. Furniture from COMPLET
FURNITURE combine usable qualities with a stylish look, are durable,
manufactured from the highest quality materials, in line with the latest design
trends.
As a manufacturer we rely on high quality upholstery fabrics and high quality accessories, taking care
of every detail of the finish. The products we offer are eco-friendly. We use natural raw materials FSC® certified spruce or pine wood. We use environmentally friendly adhesives and varnishes.
Modern machinery combined with precision craftsmanship make COMPLET FURNITURE refined in
every detail. Our brand offers super quality at an affordable price, and the products we offer are
made in Poland from start to finish.
We are the winner of numerous awards and rankings, both nationwide and local. We are an
ambassador of the region, having been awarded the honourable and unique title of 'MARKA
WIELKOPOLSKA' by the Board of the Wielkopolska Region.
Explore the collections of our upholstered furniture:
1. The Luxury Collection
The Luxury Collection is synonymous with classic style and Italian design. The comfort of using
furniture from this collection is ensured by wide and extremely comfortable seats, luxurious filling of
cushions and high-quality fabrics that emphasise both style and durability of the furniture. As
standard the cushions are filled with worsted, and in a more luxurious version - with duck feathers. A
distinguishing feature of the Luxury collection are all kinds of accessories, such as pulls, buttons,
decorative upholstery nails, natural leather, patterned fabrics or richly decorated cushions. The
Luxury collection is characterised by extraordinary precision of workmanship.
2. The Scandic collection
Scandic collection is appreciated by customers from many countries. Furniture from this collection is
characterised by lightness, modernity and full colour fabrics, simple forms, as well as a little more
sophisticated proposals in a retro-Scandinavian style. The Scandic collection includes a wide selection
of sofas, armchairs and corner sofas. It is a tailor-made offer and thanks to velvet fabrics often
chosen by clients, seemingly simple pieces of furniture gain unique character creating an
extraordinary atmosphere of each interior.
3. The Standard collection - Scandinavian style
Simple form, lightness and minimalism are the features of Scandinavian style which is invariably one
of the hottest trends in recent years. In its classic form Scandinavian style is based on natural
materials and colours. Scandinavian design is simple, but above all functional. The fabrics used are
cotton, wool and linen. Ascetic forms of sofas and armchairs are broken by stylish accessories - warm

blankets and colourful cushions, giving the interior a warm and cosy character. The interiors are
dominated by wooden furniture, usually in natural light colours. Scandinavian style is constantly
evolving. Scandi style furniture also looks beautiful in elegant velvet. This fabric has a smooth
structure and is soft to the touch and is available in a wide range of colours.
4. The Standard collection - modern style
Furniture in modern style will ideally complement any minimalist, balanced and decoration sparing
arrangement. A distinctive feature of furniture in modern style are simple, geometric shapes.
Simplicity is the strength of this style. An extremely interesting type of modern furniture are sofas
and armchairs, perfectly matching interiors maintained in industrial style. This style of arrangement
goes very well with quite strict in form lounge furniture, in earth colours.
Another somewhat contradictory feature characterising the modern style are the original, unique
shapes, which are the result of the designers' creative output. Non-standard shapes are a great
variety of interiors, they are an interesting offer for clients looking for more sophisticated models,
they can be an interesting accent of a modern interior.
5. The Standard collection - classic style
Furniture in classic style perfectly harmonise with glamour or provence arrangements. They are not
only very elegant, but also extremely comfortable. Models with a higher headrest are perfect for the
living room, filling the available space, while those with a low headrest are perfect for small rooms.
Classic armchairs are usually set on wooden legs, thanks to which they harmonise perfectly with
furniture of natural shades. Classic style furniture can take many forms. An example of this is the very
popular earlobe armchair, characterised by rounded and high armrests and a very comfortable
backrest supporting the head.

